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Abstract
Extreme events, such as natural or human-caused disasters, cause mental health
stress in affected communities. While the severity of these outcomes varies based on
socioeconomic standing, age group, and degree of exposure, disaster planners can
mitigate potential stress-induced mental health outcomes by assessing the capacity and
scalability of early, intermediate, and long-term treatment interventions by social workers
and psychologists. However, local and state authorities are typically underfunded,
understaffed, and have ongoing health and social service obligations that constrain
mitigation and response activities. In this research, a resource assignment framework is
developed as a coupled-state transition and linear optimization model that assists planners
in optimally allocating constrained resources and satisfying mental health recovery
priorities post-disaster. The resource assignment framework integrates the impact of a
simulated disaster on mental health, mental health provider capacities, and the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention’s Social Vulnerability Index to identify vulnerable
populations needing additional assistance post-disaster. This research optimally
distributes mental health clinicians to treat the affected population based upon rulesets
that simulate decision-maker priorities, such as economic, social vulnerability, and storm
damage criteria. Finally, the resource assignment framework maps the mental health
recovery of the disaster-affected populations over time, providing agencies a means to
prepare for and respond to future disasters given existing resource constraints. These
capabilities hold the potential to support decision-makers in minimizing long-term mental
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health impacts of disasters on communities through improved preparation and response
activities.
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A COUPLED HAZARD SIMULATION AND POST-DISASTER RESOURCE
OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
I. Introduction
Disaster response frameworks consist of four primary phases: mitigation,
preparedness, response, and recovery, with the objective to improve disaster response
capability prediction and optimal resource allocation in recovery (Zhou et al. 2018).
These frameworks must also consider long-term needs for social services (such as those
that target the reduction of mental health disorders resulting from the disaster itself) and
long-term exposure to devastation. Unlike physical needs, which are easily identifiable
and acute in the aftermath of an event, the occurrence of post-event mental health
disorders can take time to manifest and can only be treated when those affected seek help.
Almost all those affected by emergency situations, defined as war, natural disaster, or
humanitarian crisis, experience some level of mental distress (World Health
Organization, 2019). Furthermore, at any point in time, a more-acutely affected subset of
this emergency-affected population (13%) experiences levels of depression, anxiety, and
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (World Health Organization, 2019).
Initial findings from disaster response and disaster-induced psychological stress
research show mental health illness prevalence is tied to extreme-event occurrence;
however, communities are consistently under-resourced to fully mitigate or respond to its
effects (Benedek et al., 2007; Flanagan et al., 2011). One year after Hurricane Michael’s
October 2018 landfall at the panhandle of Florida, little was known regarding the mental
health fallout of both victims and first responders. Preliminary data indicate that within
the first two months of the start of school after landfall—December 2018—more than
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700 children in the Bay County area were referred to medical services for behavioral
issues (Jordan 2019). Furthermore, 70 students were taken into custody under the Baker
Act, a Florida Mental Health Act designed to “reduce the occurrence, severity, duration,
and disabling aspects of mental, emotional, and behavioral disorders” (The 2019 Florida
Statutes). Adults seeking help after the storm experienced an array of illnesses such as
anxiety, depression, and PTSD. In total, it is acknowledged that agencies and providers
did not have a mental health workforce adequately sized to prevent and treat patients in
the wake of Hurricane Michael (Jordan 2019).
The prevalence of post-disaster mental health illness drives the need to understand
how humans respond to disaster-induced stress and what should be done to mitigate the
long-term effects. The U.S. Global Change Research Program reported that first
responders, children, the elderly, and those with pre-existing mental health illness are at a
higher risk for weather disaster-related mental health consequences (USGCRP 2016).
The report also illustrates, with strong evidence, that people who have experienced
climate or weather-related disasters will develop PTSD, depression, or anxiety. These
findings show the connectedness between an event and mental health disorders and that
this problem has the potential to impact anyone and in any capacity. Modeling disasterinduced psychological distress might help inform holistic response frameworks for postnatural disaster mental health recovery, which target delivering aid to those impacted by
disasters with timeliness and efficiency.
This research is motivated by the potential to help communities plan for and
respond to future disasters. Though vulnerable communities can be identified, local and
state authorities are typically underfunded, understaffed, and have ongoing health and
2

social service obligations (Flanagan et al., 2011). This limitation leads to the question:
How can already constrained resources, particularly mental health clinicians, be allocated
to efficiently satisfy community recovery priorities? Optimal allocations of resources will
provide communities the best possible path to recovery, given available resources. This
research explores a coupled-state transition simulation and optimization model that: 1)
simulates likely disaster impacts on community health and 2) optimizes the allocation of
resources to address anticipated mental health clinician demand in post-disaster
environments. To accomplish this, Chapter 2 details a literature review of the relationship
between disasters and mental health illnesses. Chapter 3 establishes the methodology for
the resource allocation framework developed in this research with a case study exploring
the framework’s capacity to consider homogenous spatial effects of a disaster. Chapter 4
builds upon this framework to account for the severity of the disaster with nonhomogenous spatial effects. Finally, Chapter 5 provides conclusions and
recommendations for future research.
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II. Literature Review
Before constructing a model, it is imperative to determine the relevant underlying
factors associated with mental health and its link to disasters before constructing a model.
These underlying causes that need to be explored include 1) how disasters impact an
individual’s mental health; 2) the link between this mental health impact and social
vulnerability; 3) methods for treating those suffering from post-disaster psychological
distress; and 4) the economic impact of mental health illness. The following sections
discuss each of these underlying questions to motivate this research.
Disasters and Mental Health
A variety of factors contribute to disaster-induced psychological stress. Most
prominently among these factors are an individual’s proximity to the disaster and the
disaster’s duration and intensity (Benedek et al., 2007). The degree of psychological
distress is also influenced by any physical injuries the individual may have sustained and
the subsequent risk to their life they may have experienced (Neria et al., 2008).
Individuals that experience this disaster-induced psychological stress might feel anxious,
depressed, exhibit signs of Acute Stress Disorder (ASD), or have symptoms of PTSD
(Mao et al., 2018). It is also possible that the individual will experience increased
substance abuse and varying levels of sleeplessness, recurring intrusive thoughts, and
mood changes (Simpson et al., 2011).
Furthermore, it is possible to assign these disaster-induced psychological effects
into three general categories: mild, moderate, and severe distress. Mild distress causes
symptoms such as difficulty in remaining asleep and elevated propensity to worry,
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become angry or sad. Moderate distress causes the effects experienced in a mild case to
become more extreme in the form of insomnia or anxiety. Finally, severe distress may
result in cases of PTSD or major depression. As the distress becomes more severe
between these three categories, it becomes increasingly important to have psychological
or medical treatments available to treat those in need (Benedek et al., 2007).
With the understanding that disasters are tied to the occurrence of mental health
disorders, it is also imperative to explore the likelihood of this manifestation. Prevalence
of PTSD among direct victims of a disaster range from 30 to 40 percent; rescue workers,
10 to 20 percent; and the general population, 5 to 10 percent (Neria et al., 2008). It is
important to note that these are averaged PTSD prevalence across three types of disasters:
natural, human-made, and technological disasters. Post-natural disaster PTSD occurrence
appears to be lower in human-made or technological disasters. This trend could be due to
the differences in the area of effect between the disaster types as natural disasters
generally cover larger geographic areas, leading to varying degrees of impact on the
affected population. Therefore, there is a stronger correlation between the level of
destruction caused by the storm and the incidence of PTSD (Neria et al., 2008).
Disaster-related PTSD also varies across population type. Apart from the
distinction between rescue workers and the victims of the disaster as Neria et al. (2008)
presents, the following groups are typically more susceptible to disaster-induced
psychological stress: those directly exposed to a threat of life, the injured, first
responders, the bereaved, single parents, children, the elderly, women, individuals with
prior PTSD, trauma, psychiatric or medical illness, and those with a lack of social support
(Ursano et al., 2003). Identifying those with a lack of social support is an important
5

consideration as it helps highlight the qualities of the environment in which the individual
is living both prior to and post-disaster. These environmental qualities are additional
predictors of who may experience disaster-induced psychological stress (Bourque et al.,
2006). This discussion on varying susceptibility across population types, or more
generally referred to as social vulnerability, is an important consideration in determining
the psychological risk factor of a disaster-affected area.
Link to Social Vulnerability
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) developed the Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) for communities to identify at-risk populations that might need
greater assistance pre-and-post disaster. The CDC defines social vulnerability as the
propensity for communities to remain resilient in situations exhibiting stress on human
health, while the SVI’s primary use is to reduce social vulnerability by alleviating human
suffering and economic loss (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2018).
The SVI provides vulnerability ratings at the U.S. County and Census Tract
levels. Census tracts are comparable to a city neighborhood. SVI is composed of 15
social factors across four major themes: socioeconomic status, household composition
and disability, minority status and language, and housing and transportation.
Vulnerability scores for each factor are aggregated into an overall SVI score. A higher
score indicates a more socially vulnerable population, one that is more at risk for mental
health concerns post-disaster. These tract-level ratings help disaster management
organizations allocate resources to areas preparing for or recovering from either humanmade or natural disasters (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2018).
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Several studies have made use of this SVI in a variety of ways. In a post-disaster
case study, the SVI was used to evaluate disaster risk-based decision making in response
to Hurricane Katrina flooding (Flanagan et al., 2011). However, the SVI does not solely
apply in the case of natural disasters. Studies have also investigated the relationship
between heat-related illness and social vulnerability and, in a recent application, used to
inform response to the novel coronavirus—COVID 19—in the State of Washington
(Lehnert et al. 2020; Amram et al. 2020). The flexibility in application of the SVI is also
seen in disaster-induced mental health effects. For example, as socioeconomic status—
one of SVI’s four main themes—decreases, the population is more susceptible to
psychological distress (Bourque et al., 2006).
However, the CDC put current issues with the SVI into perspective. Though state
and local officials who plan for and respond to emergency situations have the capability
to identify those in need utilizing the SVI, there are often resources constraints in terms
of both budget and personnel that limit their ability to respond to an event in an optimal
way (Flanagan et al., 2011). Even if these constraints are overcome, the distribution
system for these resources may not be in place (Flanagan et al., 2011).
Therefore, while the SVI helps form the foundation for the objectives of this
research, it falls short in providing a method for optimizing resource allocation and
considering disaster-induced mental health effects. These gaps motivate the research’s
overarching objective to assess risks and inform allocation decisions.
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Methods of Treatment
With the current understanding of disaster-induced stress and the populations
vulnerable to this stress, it is also important to explore treatment options. Schoenbaum et
al. (2009) explore a method of analyzing more formal treatment measures. The study
analyzed the mental health fallout from Hurricane Katrina to determine costs associated
with bringing the affected population’s mental health status back to a healthy level and to
perform a capacity analysis of the medical support system and its availability to meet the
treatment needs of the population (Schoenbaum et al., 2009). This paper builds on this
mental health cost recovery model and its calls for targeted resource application and
advanced planning to apply these resources in an optimal way. However, the existing
study does not consider optimal clinician allocation to reduce the overall economic
impact of mental health illnesses.
Economic Impact of Mental Health Illness
Finally, the economic cost of disaster-induced mental health illness provides
additional motivation for optimizing community recovery. Generally, the cost of job
stress in the United States is estimated at $300 billion dollars per year, attributable to
factors such as accidents, absenteeism, employee turnover, and diminished productivity
(Boyd, 2011). Additionally, it is expected that individual losses are roughly $228 for each
day absent from work due to poor psychological health resulting from a disaster such as a
hurricane (Zahran et al., 2011). This stress cost due to both absenteeism and presenteeism
is seen in a study of Major Depressive Disorder, in which monthly reduction in work and
performance hours were recorded for mildly, moderately, and severely depressed workers
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at 37, 47.4, and 49.8 hours respectively (Birnbaum et al., 2009). Using Zahran et al.
(2011) as a baseline for wage loss due to poor mental health, those with mild cases may
experience a loss of $1,055 per month, while those with severe cases may lose $1,420 per
month. These losses are not insignificant when considering that those affected generally
live in more socially vulnerable areas and the potential enduring effects of mental health
illnesses.

9

III. A simulation-optimization framework for post-disaster allocation of mental
health resources
With an understanding of the current state of the field, it is possible to develop a
framework with which mental health resources can be allocated optimally in the wake of
a disaster. This optimal allocation is obtained through a resource assignment framework,
which is the major product of this research. A case study analysis of New Orleans, LA,
explores the implementation of this framework and is discussed in detail in the Case
Study section.
In the context of this case study, the resource assignment framework was created
as a coupled-state transition simulation and multi-objective optimization model. This
coupled simulation and optimization model establishes an iterative approach in
simulating the mental health recovery of individuals who experienced a disaster and the
subsequent optimal resource allocation given multiple decision objectives. The
framework is capable of optimally allocating mental health clinicians at the census tract
level, which provides enough granularity at the spatial scale for decision-makers to make
coarse-grained spatial aggregations. The resource assignment framework integrates 1)
simulation of disaster impact on individual mental health disorder occurrence, 2) an
initial endowment of mental health clinicians and their treatment capacities, and 3) the
CDC’s SVI. These three pillars draw population data at the census tract level, mental
health illness incidence probabilities from the National Institutes of Health, and, as
previously mentioned, social vulnerability data from the CDC.
The resource assignment framework utilizes a three-phased approach (Fig. 1).
Phase 1 is an event perturbance. Phase 2 is the psychological impact of event simulation,
10

which uses the perturbance to model the population exposed to the disaster. The decisionmaker, whether it be emergency planners at the national, state, or county levels, can
simulate the disaster’s psychological effects through probabilistic distributions of mental
health illness incidence. These distributions inform a state-transition model that
represents the probability that an individual who is affected by a disaster will become
mildly, moderately, or severely ill. The distributions also inform the probability that the
individual may recover, remain in their severity state, or change severity states with or
without treatment. Once these probabilistic distributions are identified, the resulting
impact on the population can be simulated to provide an estimated aggregate mental
health status for the affected region. The resulting mental health status of the population
derived from this simulation is then used to establish the context of the resource
optimization problem. Phase 3, the resource allocation optimization, allows the decisionmaker to prioritize and explore tradeoffs associated with the allocation of available
mental health clinicians to treat the most severe mental health cases or to allocate these
clinicians to maximize economic recovery of the disaster-affected area. Economic
recovery is measured here as wage loss and includes both absenteeism and presenteeism
(decrease in productivity) at work (Birnbaum et al., 2009). The preference between
severity and economic loss priorities may differ based on the decision-maker, and a
robust discussion of tradeoffs is provided in the Case Study section.
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Figure 1: The resource assignment framework provides a three-phased approach
allowing iterative modeling of a community’s mental health recovery post-disaster.
The optimization produces the distribution of clinician resources at the census
tract level. With this distribution of clinicians, the framework returns to the psychological
impact of event simulation phase to determine the population’s new mental health status
after either receiving treatment based on the clinician allocation or not receiving
12

treatment. The resource assignment framework’s simulation-optimization process is
designed to iterate across many time steps. This case study utilized three six-month time
steps to simulate the impact of treatment over a two-year time period consistent with
Schoenbaum et al. (2009).
Event Perturbance
Phase 1 creates a disaster that informs the framework’s coupled-state transition
and optimization models. The event can take the form of any disaster, e.g., natural,
human-made, or technological. The importance of this phase is in priming the remaining
two phases with mental health illness incidence probabilities from the event. These
probabilities will be discussed further in section 3.2.
There are two possible approaches in disaster identification within this phase. The
first approach takes the form of a general analysis, where the resource assignment
framework utilizes uniform probabilities to generalize the selected event’s impact on the
population of interest. For example, this approach could take the form of a massive event
that has uniform spatial effects, similar to the impact a large hurricane may have across a
city. A second approach would be to simulate the event in a spatial context and carry
event-specific parameters forward into the state transition and optimization models. A
hurricane might produce varying damage across the city, or an explosion might cause
localized catastrophic effects, which in turn, could alter the probabilistic distributions
congruent with perturbance damage. In either approach, the event characteristics, e.g.,
damage an illness incidence, must have the ability to be downscaled to the census tract
level. This ability allows for the framework to model events within a spatial context. In
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this example, the research perturbs a uniform event for simplicity and interpretability of
results.
Psychological Impact of Event Simulation
Phase 2 uses the disaster parameters established within Phase 1 to inform a statetransition model, which determines how the disaster impacts the mental health of a
population of interest. This model is a stochastic-dynamic simulation that determines
which members of the affected population transition from a healthy status to that of a
mild, moderate, or severe status after experiencing the event. It simulates the initial
effects of an event on mental health and the transition between severity states,
independent of whether the patient has received treatment for their illness.
The first step in this phase is the definition of population parameters of interest
within the area of study. Population type can be targeted, e.g., adults, children, or first
responders, or broader, e.g., a census approach where the entire population is considered
(Fig. 2). The location scope establishes the geographic boundaries of the affected
population. Geographic boundaries could be at the state, county, or census tract level.
Finally, this step concludes by establishing the total population.

Figure 2: Phase 2 Mental Health Illness State-Transition Model. Within C) “Resolve
Impacts on Population:” t = 1: Population mental health status pre-disaster. t = 2:
14

Population mental health status post-disaster. t = n: Population mental health status
after a period of time in which the individuals may have received treatment.
The second step (Fig. 2) defines the probabilistic distributions that drive the statetransition model. To begin, the initial disaster effects are identified within Phase 1. These
effects provide the state-transition model the information needed to determine which
members of the total population transition from a healthy status to a mild, moderate, or
severe mental health illness. The period under which the analysis is taking place and how
many treatment cycles can be conducted within that period is also identified. While the
probability distributions can be assigned based on decision-maker preferences, the case
study presented in this research relies on three, six-month treatment cycles. It is apparent
that not everyone who is impacted will seek out medical treatment. To account for this
variability, once the mental health clinicians are optimally allocated in Phase 3, the statetransition model can then assign patients to the clinicians to account for this variability in
seeking treatment. Therefore, the state-transition model will also require identification of
the probability a patient will transition mental health states given that they receive or do
not receive treatment.
Finally, once the population parameters and the probability distributions are set,
the third step of Phase 2 resolves the impact of the disaster through stochastic-dynamic
simulation. As an example, time-step 0 (Fig. 2) shows individuals who have a healthy
mental health status prior to experiencing a disaster. Once the disaster occurs, they may
experience a mental health state transition in time-step 1, where some individuals may
remain healthy or develop a mild, moderate, or severe illness. Time-step n shows another
state transition potential for the affected population to recover or transition between
15

illness states, influenced by individuals that might or might not have received treatment.
Given that a treatment cycle spans six months, the transition between one state and
another occurs over this time. At the end of the treatment cycle, the decision-maker may
reassess those who did not receive treatment, those who now self-identify as sick, and
those who previously did receive treatment. This step is important because the onset of
symptoms will vary from individual to individual. As such, those who were previously
healthy for one treatment cycle may not necessarily be healthy for a future treatment
cycle. Once the state-transition model is complete, optimization of mental health resource
allocation is computed.
Resource Allocation Optimization
Objective
Phase 3 computes an optimal allocation of mental health resources to best treat
the disaster-affected population from Phase 2, at each timestep. To accomplish this, the
multi-objective model calculates optimal resource allocation tradeoffs driven by decisionmaker preference between minimizing economic loss and minimizing mental health
severity.
The multi-objective resource allocation optimization model provides possible
recovery opportunities that are likely to be observed at the completion of each treatment
cycle, given a fixed endowment of clinicians. While true recovery is complex and
individualistically specific, this basic framework provides a decision aid the field has
previously lacked, which provides suggestions of how to best allocate constrained
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resources for the best possible recovery opportunity either prior to, or after a disaster has
taken place.
Model Formulation
Phase 3 formulates a multi-objective optimization model consisting of three
primary steps: defining 1) decision variables, 2) objective functions, and 3) constraints. In
addition to these steps, it is also necessary to discuss the inputs required to execute the
model. Figure 3 details the steps and information required to successfully execute the
optimization phase of the resource management framework.

Figure 3: Multi-objective mental health resource allocation optimization model.
Decision Variables
17

First, it is important to identify the decision variables under consideration within
the model. As this is a resource allocation model, the resources in question take the form
of mental health clinicians. Social workers are allocated to treat mild and moderate
mental health illnesses, while psychologists are allocated to treat severe mental health
illnesses (Schoenbaum et al., 2009). These resources are variable and take the form of the
decision variable xij, where x is the number of clinicians of type i, which are allocated to
census tract j. The model requires several inputs to initialize these decision variables,
which include: the type and number of mental health clinicians supplied, as well as the
number of patients each clinician can treat during a treatment cycle.
Objective Formulation
The multi-objective optimization model utilizes integer linear programming to
calculate allocation tradeoffs at the desired spatial scale, such as at the census tract level,
based on decision-maker priority. Integer linear programming was chosen, as opposed to
another optimization classification, to ensure a single optimal solution was achieved.
Furthermore, this optimization type allows for simple setup, quick execution, and easy
modification of decision criteria, which ensures accessibility for decision-makers who do
not have a strong background in optimization. However, due to difficulty in determining
how the relative weights between each objective will affect the allocation tradeoff, it is
imperative to generate a Pareto front using varied objective weights and the subsequent
set of optimal solutions (Coello 1999; Caramia and Dell’Olmo 2008).
This optimal resource allocation model satisfies two objectives: 1) minimizing the
mental health impact, and 2) minimizing the economic loss of a disaster. These two
objectives are measured by the Mental Health Severity Index (MHSI) and the Economic
18

Loss Index (ELI), respectively. The MHSI is a single, global value in the model that
measures the improvement in mental health status across all census tracts if clinicians are
assigned to a baseline of no allocation. Alternatively, the ELI measures the economic loss
of an individual who may miss work or be less productive at work due to a disasterinduced mental health illness. These indices are used to drive the allocation of clinicians
to census tracts to minimize the mental health impact of the disaster, given a decisionmaker’s preference. This preference is operationalized through weighting criteria to
provide flexibility in decision-maker prioritization towards treating for mental health
severity or economic loss objectives (Eq. 1). Weight values influence the spatial
allocation of clinicians, apply a zero to one scale, and must sum to one.
(1)

Minimize 𝑀𝐼 = 𝑤 × 𝑀𝐻𝑆𝐼 + 𝑤 × 𝐸𝐿𝐼
where:
MI = multi-objective mental health impact of disasters
w1 = MHSI objective function weight
w2 = ELI objective function weight
Mental Health Severity

Mental Health Severity (MHS) is developed here as a method by which a single
score can be applied to a census tract based on its number of mild (M), moderate (Mod),
and severe (S) cases. This measure of severe equivalence quantifies the relationship
between case severity and social vulnerability. To calculate severe equivalence, weight
values are assigned to mild (wM) and moderate cases (wMod), describing their relative
severity when compared to a severe case. As such, wM and wMod should take on values
less than or equal to one. For example, a wM of 0.2 would indicate the decision-maker’s
19

valuation of a severe case as the equivalent of five mild cases. The MHSI also accounts
for the social vulnerability of the census tract. A disaster’s impact on mental health will
be considered more severe the higher the CDC’s social vulnerability index (SVI) is for a
census tract. Equation 2 provides the calculation for a census tract’s MHS, given that no
clinicians are allocated to conduct treatment.
𝑀𝐻𝑆

= 𝑆𝑉𝐼 × (𝑤 × 𝑀 + 𝑤

(2)

× 𝑀𝑜𝑑 + 𝑆)

Equation 3 provides a measure of how MHS improves with clinician allocation.
Equation 4 calculates Unmet Demand (UD), which is the latent demand for treatment
within census tracts after clinicians have been allocated. Please note that all variable
descriptions are found in Table 1.
(3)

𝑀𝐻𝑆 = 𝑆𝑉𝐼 × 𝑈𝐷
𝑈𝐷 = 𝑆 − 𝑃

× 𝑃 + 𝑤 × 𝑀 − 𝑆𝑊

× 𝑆𝑊

+𝑤

× (𝑀𝑜𝑑 − 𝑆𝑊

× 𝑆𝑊

) (4)

where:
P = Number of psychologists allocated
PCap = Number of patients a psychologist can treat
SWM = Number of social workers allocated to treat mild cases
SWMod = Number of social workers allocated to treat moderate cases
SWCap = Number of patients a social worker can treat

Finally, MHSI is calculated in Equation 5. This becomes an index [0,1], where a
value of zero represents a complete reduction of MHS across all census tracts, and a
value of one indicates no improvement.
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𝑀𝐻𝑆𝐼 =

∑

,

∑

(5)
,

Economic Loss
Next, the ELI measures the improvement in economic loss, which is defined by
both wage loss of an employee who may miss work due to mental health illness, and
economic loss borne by the employer due to reduced worker productivity (Birnbaum et
al., 2009). Equation 6 shows the Economic Loss (EL) of a census tract, where EL is the
economic loss ($) due to expected productivity days lost multiplied by the mean daily
income of the census tract.
𝐸𝐿

= 𝐸𝐿 × 𝑀 + 𝐸𝐿

(6)

× 𝑀𝑜𝑑 + 𝐸𝐿 × 𝑆

where:
ELM = Economic Loss of mild cases measured in daily productivity loss ($)
ELMod = Economic Loss of moderate cases measured in daily productivity loss ($)
ELS = Economic Loss of severe cases measured in daily productivity loss ($)

Equation 7 provides a measure for how EL improves with clinician allocation,
which is similar in concept to UD in that it determines the total EL of a census tract when
considering the individuals who have not been treated by a mental health clinician.
𝐸𝐿 = 𝐸𝐿 × 𝑆 − 𝑃
𝑆𝑊

× 𝑆𝑊

× 𝑃 + 𝐸𝐿 × 𝑀 − 𝑆𝑊

× 𝑆𝑊

+ 𝐸𝐿

× (𝑀𝑜𝑑 −
(7)

)

Like MHSI, ELI ranges from zero to one, where a value of one indicates the
absence of effective treatment across all census tracts, resulting in full economic loss.
Equation 8 details the final ELI calculation.
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∑
∑

,

(8)
,

Model Constraints
Once the optimization model objective functions are defined, the model’s
constraints must be established. Again, the framework holds the flexibility to add and
remove constraints to tailor the optimization to the needs of the decision-maker.
However, this iteration baselines three constraints: 1) clinician availability, which
prevents the number of clinicians allocated from exceeding the number available to
allocate; 2) clinician allocation, which prevents the optimization model from assigning
more clinicians than there is demand within each census tract; and 3) non-negativity,
which prevents any decision variable from holding a value less than zero. Though these
three constraints allow the model to achieve an optimal solution, other constraints may be
added. For example, a constraint could be written to ensure a minimum number of
clinicians are supplied to each census tract.
Case Study
Case Study Introduction
As proof of concept, this research utilized the resource assignment framework in a
simulated case study. The disaster analyzed was a hurricane that impacted Orleans Parish,
Louisiana (Fig. 4), where all measures were taken at the census tract level. The 2016
CDC SVI data for Orleans Parish, Louisiana were used to inform the model in terms of
social vulnerability scores [min: 0; max: 1], population size [0; 7,381], and mean income
[$3,710; $111,631] at the census tract level.
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Figure 4: Orleans Parish, Louisiana geographic reference.
In 2016, Orleans Parish consisted of 177 census tracts; however, this research
considered only 172 tracts due to missing population data (3) and missing SVI data (2).
Transition probabilities for expected rates of incidence and recovery were applied
uniformly in the stochastic-dynamic simulation to resolve the psychological impact of a
disaster on the population of interest (Schoenbaum et al., 2009). The case study utilized
social workers and psychologists as the resources it allocates to treat mental health
illnesses. The number of mental health clinicians available to treat patients after a disaster
can vary; however, for the purposes of this research, clinician availability was determined
by the number of clinicians registered within the state of Louisiana as of 15 Oct 2020
[891 social workers, 52 psychologists], which is given by the National Practitioner Data
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Bank from the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services (Singh 2020). Each social
worker will have a treatment capacity of 18 patients (Whitaker et al. 2004). Psychologist
capacity was set to 20 cases to avoid burnout (Kok et al. 2015).
The first treatment cycle begins six months after the hurricane, and recovery
projections are provided at six-month intervals to 30 months post-hurricane. As such, the
first treatment cycle begins six months after the hurricane, as a reflection of the time it
takes for mental health effects to manifest within each individual. However, this does not
mean treatment must wait until six months have passed; this is one of the many variations
the resource assignment framework is capable of handling. Finally, severe equivalence
weight values include 0.2 for mild cases (wM) and 0.7 for moderate cases (wMod). These
weights can be any value between zero and one, depending on decision-maker preference
and data availability.
This case study varies the objective function weight values for each treatment
cycle to show how potential recovery might change, given varying decision-maker
priorities over the two-year period. However, the number of available clinicians and
probability distributions remained constant to keep complexity low and limit variability.
Both elements can be varied as desired or necessary. Similarly, variability can be
introduced in economic loss by sampling from a distribution of incomes earned at the
census-tract level. In this proof of concept, the mean income of each census tract was
used.
Model Evaluation
The coupled model produces pairings of mental health severity and economic loss
outcomes for many time steps, and it illustrates how decision-maker preference variation
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impacts recovery. Figure 5 illustrates optimal recovery tradeoffs between the
optimization objectives MHSI and ELI, 12 months post-hurricane. Using 11 weight
combinations [0%, 100%; 10%, 90%; 20%, 80%; etc.], the resource assignment
framework computed 11 optimal solutions, each with a unique impact on mental health
and economic recovery. The number of optimal solutions varies based on the decisionmaker-defined weight increments between MHSI and ELI. Points B, C, and D along the
Pareto front illustrate the tradeoffs between varying preferences. Focusing on the
extremes, full preference for mental health severity (B) provides the maximum possible
recovery, measured in the severity of cases, while minimally improving Orleans Parish’s
economic loss. Alternatively, devoting full preference to economic loss recovery (D),
Orleans Parish could maximize economic recovery with a $74.13 million improvement
over point B; however, this causes Orleans Parish to experience 9,661 more severe
equivalents than point B. Point C, which represents a case of equal preference between
MHSI and ELI, could allow Orleans Parish to see a $54.47 million and 8,164 severe
equivalent improvement from their status six months earlier. Varying preference from the
equal weighting at point C yields a greater change in both objectives with diminishing
returns in approaching the extremes.
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Figure 5: Possible measures of recovery for mental health clinician allocation in
Orleans Parish, LA, at 12 months post-hurricane. Each point shows a 0.1 shift in
preference. A) Economic Loss and Mental Health Severity at the 6-month, posthurricane resource allocation decision point. B) New Economic Loss and Mental
Health Severity at 12 months if Mental Health Severity is given 100% preference. C)
New Economic Loss and Mental Health Severity at 12 months if 50% preference is
given to each priority. D) New Economic Loss and Mental Health Severity at 12
months if Economic Loss is given 100% preference.
The temporal mental health resource allocation decision space provides decisionmakers with sets of Pareto fronts at the beginning of each round of treatment, and it may
be thought of as a long-term recovery model (Fig. 6). This decision space includes all
possible outcomes for the range of preferences the decision-maker may be able to take
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throughout the 2-year recovery period. Given that Orleans Parish could experience
$290.64 million in economic loss due to worker absenteeism and presenteeism 6 months
post-hurricane, the best possible economic recovery is by $238.34 million to a loss of
$52.296 million at point (F). Alternatively, the best possible mental health severity
recovery is by 22,907.8 severe equivalents to a remainder of 8,184.2 severe equivalents at
point (E). This severe equivalence equates to roughly 16,500 mild cases, 12,900 moderate
cases, and 20,900 severe cases out of a total population of 381,002.

Figure 6: Temporal mental health resource allocation decision space. Pareto fronts
show potential recovery in months past the hurricane. A) Full preference for Mental
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Health Severity. B) 60% preference towards Economic Loss. C) 80% preference
towards Mental Health Severity. D) Equal preference for Economic Loss and
Mental Health Severity. E) Economic Loss: $106.81 million per six-months; Mental
Health Severity: 8,184.2 severe equivalents. F) Economic Loss: $52.296 million per
six-months; Mental Health Severity: 14,892 severe equivalents.
Varied Recovery Paths
It is also possible that a decision-maker will want to select a path with varied
preferences at each treatment round, to address the needs of their community over the
two-year period. The red line in Figure 6 shows a theoretical path a decision-maker could
take to achieve recovery. The subsequent blue Pareto fronts represent the potential
recovery at that time step given the clinician allocation decision made at the previous
time step.
In this scenario, the decision-maker understands that by 6 months post-event, the
community has been impacted such that action must be taken to reduce economic losses
and case prevalence. In an attempt to reduce the severity of mental health illness across
the parish, the decision-maker chooses to fully prefer mental health recovery over
economic loss in the first allocation (path along the red line from 6 months to A, 12
months post-hurricane). Once this treatment cycle concludes at 12 months post-hurricane,
the decision-maker is encouraged by the status of the parish’s recovery. As such, the
decision is made to weigh economic recovery more heavily while still ensuring the
severity in cases retains some consideration in the next treatment cycle (B, 18 months
post-hurricane). At this point, the decision-maker realizes that despite the gains in
economic recovery, Orleans Parish has regressed slightly in mental health severity. The
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decision-maker understands that this could be due to delayed illness incidence from those
who were previously healthy at month 12. In an attempt to rectify this regression, the
decision-maker redeploys the clinicians in favor of greater mental health severity
recovery (C, 24 months post-hurricane). The decision-maker now sees that Orleans
Parish is trending towards full recovery, with improvements realized in both ELI and
MHSI. To ensure the community continues on this path, the decision-maker makes a final
choice to give equal preference toward each objective (D, 30 months post-hurricane). At
30 months post-hurricane, the decision-maker can expect Orleans Parish to reduce
economic losses by $220.22 million per-six months and have fully treated 21,005 severe
equivalents.
The path this decision-maker took through the recovery decision space illustrated
two important points: 1) the decision-maker’s selected course of action may not always
improve recovery and 2) the possible outcomes narrow as more allocation decisions are
made, which makes outcomes towards the extremes impossible to achieve under a static
resource endowment constraint. Fortunately, the decision-maker does not need to make
these decisions blindly. The decision-maker can simulate the possible consequences of
actions taken using the resource assignment framework.
Alternatively, the decision-maker can also simulate the possible consequences of
not acting. A do-nothing approach, where the population is left to recover on its own, is
relevant to determine the comparative value of the resource assignment framework.
Orleans Parish could expect to avoid $35 million in a combination of both work
absenteeism and presenteeism in the first 24 months post-hurricane if the endowment of
mental health clinicians and equal MHSI and ELI preferences presented in this work are
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followed. If the decision-maker chose to apply complete preference towards MHSI over a
24-month period, Orleans Parish avoids $1.58 million but achieves a greater decrease in
the severity of cases. Alternatively, complete preference toward ELI avoids $66 million
with no emphasis on treating the more severe cases. Ultimately, Orleans Parish could
expect to see an increase of 7,973 healthy individuals when considering each objective
equally, over a do-nothing approach.
Spatiotemporal Visualization
The resource assignment framework also provides decision-makers the ability to
visualize clinician allocation on a spatiotemporal scale, based on their recovery
preferences. Figures 7 and 8 show this optimal allocation of social workers and
psychologists, respectively. In this case study, MHSI and ELI were given equal weights,
which results in the allocation of 891 social workers to ‘hotspots’ of severe mental health
cases and high economic loss at the six-month time step (Fig. 7). As treatment proceeds
over the next 18 months, social workers begin to spread across more census tracts, as
census tract-level concentrations of cases fall. The same interpretation can be made of
Figure 8, though dispersion between time steps is less pronounced as there are fewer
psychologists (52) and a smaller number of severe cases, relative to mild and moderate.
Nonetheless, psychologist dispersion occurs as severe hotspots are reduced by 24 months.
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Figure 7: Orleans County Social Worker Allocation with equal preference given to
MHSI and ELI; A) 6-12 months, B) 12-18 months, C) 18-24 months, and D) 24-30
months.
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Figure 8: Orleans County Psychologist Allocation with equal preference given to
MHSI and ELI; A) 6-12 months, B) 12-18 months, C) 18-24 months, and D) 24-30
months.
Discussion
The literature concludes that communities can identify areas of social
vulnerability and how a disaster, such as a hurricane, can cause mental health impacts
across all segments of an exposed population. However, there lacked a clear link between
affected communities and how resources should be allocated to address this vulnerability.
Furthermore, there was no clear direction as to what aspects of community-scale
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vulnerability decision-makers should consider when making mental health resource
allocation decisions.
The results of this simulation-optimization research show that it is possible to link
social vulnerability with psychological impacts of disasters, and that through weighing
tradeoffs in treatment options, decision-makers should be able to make efficient and
informed resource allocation decisions. The resource assignment framework allows
decision-makers to influence the optimization based on their preference and community
needs in its current configuration. This framework also satisfies a need as defined by the
literature where state and local agencies may need a system to allocate the resources
necessary post-disaster (Flanagan et al., 2011).
The resource assignment framework’s value lies in the efficient allocation of
resources, though the results presented here are a limited case study. Through user
definition, the resource assignment framework produces vastly different decision spaces,
depending on many factors, including the type and number of resources made available
during each treatment cycle, the number of treatment cycles, and the definition of
decision-maker objectives. Through prioritization of MHSI and ELI, the decision-maker
affects when and where resources will be applied. To that end, post-disaster literature has
argued that an abundance of resources is made available for disaster recovery and that
historically, those resources have been underutilized or mismanaged due to lack of a
robust distribution framework (“Hurricane Katrina: A Nation Still Unprepared” 2006).
The resource assignment framework provides decision-makers with a mechanism to
allocate resources with limited waste. Louisiana and Mississippi, who supplemented their
own emergency resources with those of other states in response to Hurricane Katrina and
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formed an Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC), are an example of
how communities may have greater resources available to them when conducting
emergency response (“Hurricane Katrina: A Nation Still Unprepared” 2006).
Alternatively, a community may also have limited resources within which they
can allocate towards recovery. As discussed in the introduction, communities struggled to
obtain mental health resources for students after Hurricane Michael (Jordan 2019). The
resource assignment framework provides a case in which limited resources can be
utilized most effectively, and the case study provided in this research is closer to
resource-limited than it is resource-abundant.
Though the case study analyzed within this paper allocated resources to the
census-tract level, findings from Hurricane Michael suggest this spatial scale may not be
granular enough depending on community needs. For example, it is sometimes necessary
to be more specific in where mental health clinicians are deployed, such as assigning
them to schools where children have easier access to recovery resources. Even so, the
resource assignment framework is capable of handling different and varied resource
endowments, and it can be calibrated to any spatial scale for which data is provided.
Limitations
It is imperative to identify the current limitations of this research to provide the
appropriate context for the exposition of results. Three primary limitations and one
assumption exist that provide opportunities for future work to improve upon.
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The first limitation is the use of uniform distributions. All state transition
probabilities are applied uniformly across Orleans Parish, meaning that each individual in
the parish has equal chances of becoming ill and recovering. This approach functions as a
proof of concept to show how a generic, spatially homogenous storm might impact
Orleans Parish. This allows the research to focus on a holistic resource allocation and
recovery model, as the nature of the event perturbation is less important than using the
results to establish a robust framework. Clearly, this model’s spatial nature can utilize
specific perturbances as an input to the coupled-state transition and optimization models.
However, improvements may be seen by varying state transition probabilities due to
individuals’ proximity to or damage caused by the storm. This could also be
accomplished through varying the probability distributions by population type (i.e.,
children, adults, elderly, etc.), which would require additional data to determine the
relationships between proximity or damage and the population type.
The second limitation is that the optimization function does not permit clinicians
to travel between tracts. As such, clinicians only treat patients within the census tract in
which they are assigned. This limitation is not addressed in this iteration of the
framework as the treatment capacity of each clinician represents the maximum number of
patients they could treat without negative impacts to treatment quality. Allowing for
residual treatment capacity reduces the likelihood of clinician burnout or degraded
treatment quality. However, the decision-maker may choose to address cases of excess
clinician demand and capacity in neighboring tracts exist. An optimized, nearest neighbor
framework could be implemented to allow for tract-to-tract travel of clinicians to reduce
residual patient demand when clinician capacity surplus exists. A simple, unoptimized
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analysis of residual capacity and demand within adjacent census tracts illustrates the
potential implementation of a second round of optimization at each time step (Fig. 9). In
this case, clinicians utilize their excess capacity to reduce the neighboring census tracts’
highest residual demand.

Figure 9: Theoretical, unoptimized approach to address neighboring treatment
limitation for Social Workers 12 months post-hurricane. Arrows show the
directional flow of excess treatment capacity.
The third limitation is that only one-on-one treatment was considered. Clinicians
may also conduct group therapy to improve the number of patients they might be able to
treat, particularly among patients within the mild classification. These group therapy
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sessions may also have varying state transition probabilities compared to individual
treatment.
Finally, the cost of treatment is not analyzed within this research as there is an
underlying assumption that disaster response is a public service. Therefore, the cost of
recovery is traditionally viewed as less important than recovery. This allows those
experiencing mental health illness as a result of a disaster to seek treatment free of
charge, from the individual’s perspective. Ultimately, though the cost of recovery is
likely to exceed the economic benefits of people returning to work, as measured by the
ELI, policy discussion of the tradeoffs between cost and recovery is out of scope for this
research.
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IV. A damage-informed coupled simulation-optimization framework for posthurricane allocation of mental health resources.
Disaster planning and mitigation are essential in the minimization of human and
economic losses emanating from extreme events. However, there is currently a capability
gap in how local and state agencies respond to a disaster with constrained resources
(Flanagan et al., 2011). The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) published
a Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) to better aid these local and state agencies in
identifying populations that may need additional disaster-assistance (Flanagan et al.,
2011). The SVI provides the groundwork necessary to improve the efficiency in resource
allocation post-disaster; however, additional work is required to better aid decisionmakers in optimizing their resource deployment under varying allocation priorities and
constraints.
The simulation-optimization framework developed in the previous chapter
addresses this capability gap in terms of aiding in the recovery of disaster-induced mental
health illnesses, which is a traditionally overlooked area of need. This framework
provides decision-makers the ability to optimally allocate mental health clinicians to
minimize the economic loss and mental health severity of the disaster-impacted
population. However, this work relied heavily on the social vulnerability, as defined by
the SVI, of the affected area to drive the suggested deployment of mental health
clinicians.
Furthermore, the framework did not address the spatial pattern of damage that is
produced by a disaster and assumed damage to be spatially homogenous. This
assumption for spatial homogeneity allows the decision-maker to focus on projecting
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both resource requirements and recovery potential based on the social vulnerability of a
hurricane-impacted area.
Using the assumption of spatial homogeneity only accounts for social
vulnerability, one component of an individual’s susceptibility to disaster-induced mental
illness outcomes. There are a variety of other factors that also contribute to whether a
disaster-affected individual will exhibit signs of a mental health illness. These factors
include the severity of, proximity to, and duration of the disaster (Benedek et al., 2007),
as well as the risk to one’s own life, the fatality rate of the disaster (Neria et al., 2008),
prior mental health illnesses, and the quality of the affected individual’s social support
networks (Ursano et al., 2003).
A more realistic approach is to monitor the hurricane’s strength and track,
whereby the decision-maker may take a proactive approach to recovery planning for an
impending disaster. As the hurricane’s strength and track change, so will the optimal
allocation of recovery resources. This approach highlights the opportunity to increase the
utility of the simulation-optimization framework by incorporating additional factors into
the decision criteria for how clinicians should be optimally allocated to treat those
psychologically impacted by a disaster. This paper considers social vulnerability and
hurricane severity, as facility cost estimates, to determine how mental health clinician
allocation changes to best aid in the community’s recovery. A hurricane is chosen as the
extreme event of study to remain consistent with the aforementioned research of Chapter
3; however, this framework can be utilized for any extreme event and can be integrated
with any damage modeling software that simulates the severity of possible extreme
events. For the purposes of this research, hurricane severity is simulated with U.S.
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Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)-Hazus software to inform the Chapter
3 simulation and allocation framework.
Hazus is a geographic analysis program developed and maintained by FEMA for
emergency management purposes (Federal Emergency Management Agency 2020).
Hazus performs detailed simulation assessments and impact statistics for defined study
regions from extreme weather events such as earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, and
tsunamis. These events can be either manually defined with specific parameters,
historical events, or in the case of this research, events likely to occur at various
probabilistic time-horizons, e.g., 10-year, 50-year, 100-year events. Hazus has been used
in a variety of research applications (McGrath et al., 2015; Pei et al., 2018), and its results
have been found to closely replicate modeled and real-world events, validating its use as
an accurate natural disaster assessment tool (Vickery et al., 2006a; Vickery et al., 2006b;
Vickery et al., 2009). In this work, Hazus hurricane models were used to simulate
probabilistic events impacting New Orleans Parish, LA. Probabilistic hurricane events
simulated by Hazus are determined using National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) data for New Orleans based upon annual event occurrence
probabilities. Each event used in this research was run independently, and the impact
outputs produced were analyzed at the census-tract level using available census data. A
complete description of the hurricane wind modeling process can be found in the Hazus
hurricane technical manual (FEMA, 2018).
Ultimately, expanding the capability of the resource allocation framework with
this Hazus coupling will result in a more representative decision aid of what might be
required to treat disaster victims in a mental health capacity.
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Methodology
The underlying framework presented in Chapter 3 is used in this research, with
minor modifications, prior to coupling with Hazus. The resource allocation framework
(Fig. 10) outlines the process for three primary phases: 1) event perturbance, 2)
psychological impact of event simulation, and 3) resource allocation optimization.
Overall, the model is time-based simulation-optimization where clinicians of various
skill-levels are optimally allocated to census tracts based on mental health needs. After 6month rounds of treatment, recoveries and diagnoses are simulated based on researchinformed probabilities, and clinicians are redistributed. A more robust explanation of the
framework is provided below, and readers interested in a full explanation are directed to
Chapter 3.

Figure 10: Coupled weather simulation and optimal resource allocation framework.
The primary advancement offered by this work is in the event perturbance phase.
Rather than assuming a spatially homogenous storm, Hazus was used to simulate 10, 50,
and 100-year return period hurricanes for New Orleans Parish, Louisiana. The output of
interest from these three storms is their subsequent census-tract level wind damage. This
output then becomes an input into the remaining phases of the simulation-optimization
framework.
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Phase 2, the psychological impact of event simulation, utilizes the damage output
from the event perturbance to determine which census tracts in the area of study are
impacted by the storm. Census data inform the model of the population characteristics,
e.g., those over the age of 65, under the age of 17, and mean per capita income, for each
hurricane-affected census tract. Considering both the population characteristics as well as
the potential for each hurricane-affected individual to experience a mental health illness
resulting from the hurricane, the model can simulate who remains healthy or suffers from
a mild, moderate, or severe disaster-induced mental health illness in the aftermath of the
storm, and after rounds of treatment (described below).
Phase 3, the resource allocation optimization, uses the output of the phase 2
simulation to then optimally allocate mental health recovery resources, using linear
optimization, across the hurricane-affected census tracts. To successfully execute this
optimization, the decision-maker must define several parameters. First, the decisionmaker must define the resources to be optimally distributed across each census tract. In
the case of this research, the resources of interest are mental health clinicians. Second, the
decision-maker must define their recovery preferences on a zero to one scale where zero
is no preference for and one is full preference for the decision criterion. Though there are
many possible and competing preferences in disaster recovery, this model optimizes
resource allocation based on minimizing the negative mental health outcomes of a
hurricane as measured by the severity of mental health cases experienced well as the
economic loss each individual might experience due to a mental health illness. Finally,
the decision-maker must identify constraints the model must operate within. For example,
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the available pool of mental health clinicians capable of being deployed as well as how
many patients each clinician can treat are possible constraints to be considered.
Once this optimization is complete, the decision-maker will see how many
clinicians should be deployed to each census tract, representing one treatment cycle.
Treatment cycles are tailorable; however, this research uses six-month treatment cycles.
This represents the time in which a mental health clinician would treat their assigned
patients. The decision-maker can iterate between phases 2 and 3 of the resource
allocation framework to determine who, at the end of each treatment cycle, recovers,
remains in their mental health illness severity state, or transitions between severity states.
This allows the decision-maker to simulate and optimize over a period of treatment
cycles to determine how their available resources are reallocated and their population
recovers over time. Chapter 3 discusses the fine-grained details associated with this
framework, including how the illness incidence and recovery probabilistic distributions
for hurricane-affected populations are obtained.
While the internal framework simulation, which determines who becomes ill and
the severity of the illness post-disaster, remains largely unchanged, the damage output of
the event perturbance now influences where mental health clinicians are optimally
distributed. The census tract-level damage from Hazus simulations is incorporated into
the framework by means of a damage index. The damage index provides a zero to one
scale of the damage each census tract receives relative to all census tracts impacted by the
disaster, where zero represents the least damaged census tract and one represents the most
damaged census tract.
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The damage index value (DI), in addition to the SVI value, is used to determine
the mental health severity of each census tract. With this change, the optimization
component of the resource allocation framework considers both social vulnerability and
damage in presenting an optimal allocation of mental health clinicians (Eq. 9), which is a
slight variation from Equation 2 in Chapter 3. All other equations as described in Chapter
3 remain the same. The decision-maker still has the option to vary their prioritization of
economic loss or mental health severity when simulating a long-term recovery plan for
their respective communities.
𝑀𝐻𝑆

= 𝐷𝐼 × 𝑆𝑉𝐼 × (𝑤 × 𝑀 + 𝑤

× 𝑀𝑜𝑑 + 𝑆)

(9)

This research utilizes a similar case study as Chapter 3, in which mental health
clinicians are distributed by census tract in Orleans Parish, Louisiana, in the aftermath of
a simulated hurricane. Social vulnerability and damage scores for each census tract are
min-max normalized such that they range between zero and one, and an available
resource pool of 891 social workers and 52 psychologists are optimally distributed across
the parish. However, rather than considering the effects of the simulated hurricane to be
homogenous across all census tracks, 10-year and 100-year storms were simulated to
determine how clinician allocation changes when considering both the social
vulnerability and damage sustained from the hurricane in each census tract. This shows
how a hazard simulation tool such as Hazus can be linked with a resource allocation
framework to provide actionable disaster recovery strategies. Figure 11 below shows the
potential path of a 10-year and 100-storm (116 and 182 kilometers per hour winds
respectively) in relation to Orleans Parish, Louisiana. These storms and their paths were
generated by Hazus based on the likelihood of the event occurring in each time horizon.
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Additionally, these storms were chosen to provide a comparison in how clinician
allocation differs based on vastly different storm strengths. In terms of each storm’s
destructive potential, the 10-year storm inflicted roughly $300 thousand per census tract
while the 100-year storm inflicted $19 million per census tract.

Figure 11: 10, 50, and 100-year storm tracks that New Orleans, Louisiana could
experience.
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Results
While there are many factors that contribute to disaster-induced mental health
illness, this research shows how clinician allocation decisions can be significantly altered
when considering multiple allocation factors. The following results provide an example
of how the mental health recovery profile of Orleans Parish, Louisiana, changes when
considering both damage and social vulnerability, as opposed to social vulnerability
alone.
It is imperative to compare the damage sustained in each census tract when
subjected to a hurricane that could be expected given different recurrence intervals.
Figure 12a below shows a concentration of damaged census tracts in Southern New
Orleans, which is consistent with the path taken by the 10-year storm track (Fig. 11, red
line). Additionally, several coastal census tracts in Northern New Orleans received
elevated levels of damage despite their distance from the storm’s center, which is
explained by tract-level building construction type and density data. Apart from the
building damage, damage also considers other economic losses such as the building’s
content, inventory, relocation expenses, income, rental cost, and wage loss. Any output
loss associated with the building, whether that be residential, commercial, industrial,
agricultural, religious, governmental, or educational, is also included in the total loss that
is measured by the storm’s damage. Alternatively, the 100-year storm was likely to pass
directly over Southwestern New Orleans (Fig. 11, yellow line). The damage each census
tract sustained is shown in Figure 12b. While all census tracts experienced higher levels
of damage due to the 100-year storm as compared to the 10-year storm, Southwestern
New Orleans experienced upwards of a 14,000-fold ($300 million) increase in damage
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due to the storm’s path and intensity. In terms of rank order in relative damage between
census tracts, six tracks, or 3.5%, held the same rank from the 10-year to 100-year storm,
while 89 census tracts, or 52%, changed rank by more than a tenth of their original
ranking in a 10-year storm scenario. This provides context for how shifts in storm track
and strength can alter damage projections.

Figure 12: a) 10-year hurricane wind damage in Orleans County, LA. b) 100-year
hurricane wind damage in Orleans County, LA.
With the Hazus hurricane simulations completed and associated damage outputs
mapped, the resource allocation framework is used to optimally allocate the available
mental health clinicians. It is important to note that it is not sufficient to simply allocate
clinicians to the most damaged or most vulnerable areas but rather consider both the
damage and the social vulnerability of each census tract. This is because both
independent variables are positively correlated with mental health case prevalence,
though not significant enough to be used as sole determinants in an allocation decision
framework.
Figure 13 shows how clinician allocation changes when expanding the decision
criteria to include both damage and social vulnerability rather than social vulnerability
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alone. Clearly, clinician deployment differs when adding damage to the decision criteria,
but also the magnitude of the damage causes variation in where clinicians are allocated.
Generally, considering damage in clinician allocation caused a redeployment of greater
numbers of clinicians from a few census tracts with high social vulnerability, as seen in
the basic model, to marginally less socially vulnerable tracts that experienced greater
damage from the storm.

Figure 13: Difference in clinician allocation when considering damage and social
vulnerability. a) 10-year storm. b) 100-yr storm.
Figure 14 provides a sampling of census tracts from the analysis conducted in
Figure 13 to show the resulting changes in clinician allocation. This confirms the
assertion that as storm severity increases, clinicians will be diverted to highly damaged
tracts even if that tract has a low social vulnerability score. For example, when
considering only social vulnerability, mental health clinicians were not deployed to
census tracts 6.06 or 6.07. However, with the more devastating effects of a 100-year
storm, clinicians must now be concerned with treating patients in these tracts despite their
lower social vulnerability. The alternative is true for tract 6.11. When considering social
vulnerability alone, this tract received help from 33 clinicians due to its high social
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vulnerability. When faced with a 10-year storm, clinicians were diverted to other tracts
sustaining greater damage; however, with the higher sustained damage from a 100-year
storm, those clinicians remained due to the combined effects of storm damage and social
vulnerability.

Figure 14: Sample of difference in clinician allocation between 10-year and 100-year
storms compared to social vulnerability-based allocation.
Although expanding the resource allocation framework to account for disaster
intensity in the form of damage costs creates differences in optimal mental health
clinician deployment, it is important to determine if the deployment outcomes provide a
statistically significant improvement in the disaster-affected population’s mental health
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recovery. Figure 15 shows the change in healthy, mild, moderate, and severe cases when
clinicians are or are not present to aid in the community’s recovery. When clinicians are
present, a single factor ANOVA test shows sufficient evidence of a significant (p-value <
0.01) increase in healthy cases, as well as a significant decrease in mild, moderate, and
severe cases, as compared to when clinicians are absent and not providing treatment. It is
of note that a positive change in healthy cases is to be expected even when clinicians are
not present to provide treatment. Without treatment, individuals who experienced a
disaster may find it more difficult to cope with a resulting mental health illness. However,
there is still a chance for them to become healthy again on their own as time progresses.
With additional help from a mental health clinician, the likelihood of that individual’s
recovery increases, accounting for the significant difference in means between healthy
cases when clinicians are or are not present.
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Figure 15: 100-year storm percent change in mental health illness cases when
clinicians are present to provide treatment.
Finally, Figure 16 below shows one possible decision space a decision-maker
could use when planning a long-term clinician allocation and mental health recovery
plan. The same case study as Cunningham et al. (2020) was analyzed in which 891 social
workers and 52 psychologists are optimally distributed across 172 New Orleans census
tracts to conduct 6-month treatments over the course of a 2-year period. The first decision
made is at six months post-disaster when mental health illnesses may become apparent.
At each decision point, the possible recovery outcomes in terms of mental health severity
and economic loss vary. As allocation decisions are made, the recovery possibilities
narrow, always remaining within the bounds of choosing to fully prefer one recovery
priority for the duration of each treatment cycle. Though the decision space is similar in
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shape to that of Figure 6, Figure 16 shows that considering both storm intensity as well as
social vulnerability will, on average, reduce the mental health severity impact of the
storm by 16.1% (2,200 severe equivalents) and reduce its economic loss by 1.4% ($2.5
million).

A

6 Months

12 Months

B
18 Months

C
24 Months

D
30 Months

Figure 16: Temporal mental health resource allocation decision space. Pareto fronts
show potential recovery in months past the hurricane (Cunningham et al., 2020),
where the red path indicates a series of decisions that could be made in allocating
mental health clinicians when considering mental health severity and economic loss
recovery priorities. A) Full preference for Mental Health Severity. B) 60%
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preference towards Economic Loss. C) 80% preference towards Mental Health
Severity. D) Equal preference for Economic Loss and Mental Health Severity.
Discussion
The results of this research illustrate that the resource allocation framework
provides a possible approach to providing decision-makers a flexible tool for optimal
allocation of constrained disaster recovery resources and subject to varying recovery
priorities. While the number of clinicians allocated and the resulting recovery of the
population is relative to each decision-maker’s desired use case, this study shows that
there can be significant shifts in resource allocation when being more inclusive of the
factors contributing to degraded mental health post-disaster.
Not only are there significant shifts in clinician allocation when layering in
damage considerations, but there are also improvements in mental health severity and
economic loss recovery. There is the potential for recovery to accelerate as more factors
that are known to contribute to disaster-induced mental health illnesses are identified.
The difficulty arises in understanding how each factor impacts mental health individually
as well as their interdependent effects.
Despite the single factor ANOVA showing significant improvement in healthy
cases when clinicians were present to conduct treatment, it is of note that the case study
analyzed in this research allocated more than 900 clinicians throughout New Orleans
Parish. Though this represents the number of registered social workers and psychologists
in Louisiana, it is likely that only a fraction of these clinicians could be deployed in a
disaster recovery context. Further analysis would be required to determine how many
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clinicians would be required to show a statistically significant improvement in mental
health illness recovery; however, states may need to explore partnerships in which
additional mental health recovery resources could be deployed to aid disaster-affected
areas in a significant manner.
To date, the resource allocation framework has used hurricanes as the extreme
event of interest for long term planning. This should not preclude the framework’s use as
a response, planning, or forecasting tool in other natural or human-made disaster
scenarios. While the relationships between the disaster’s spatiotemporal characteristics
and the subsequent impact on mental health illness probabilistic distributions needs to be
understood, the process the framework outlines in simulating mental health outcomes and
optimally allocating recovery resources remains the same.
With that said, it is also important to keep the sensitivity of the model in mind,
particularly for natural disasters. Specifically, as shifts in climate and mean sea level rise
are measured, storm intensities will also shift. This shift will undoubtedly alter resource
allocation projections in response, planning, and forecasting use cases. However,
resource projections can remain useful if climate scientists, modelers, and decisionmakers collaborate to develop estimates of resource needs that account for extreme-event
intensification.
While this research improves upon the limitations of the previous resource
allocation framework, there are still advancements to be made. The primary limitation is
that this research does not consider the population displacement that is likely to occur
prior to, during, or post-disaster. This research assumes that the mental health clinicians
would treat patients in the area in which they live. However, displacement makes this
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difficult, especially if the homes of those with disaster-induced mental health illness are
damaged or destroyed. A working understanding or simulation of how events impact
population displacement could also improve the effectiveness of this resource allocation
framework. With that said, this model could account for displaced individuals through the
addition of temporary housing represented by temporary census tracts.
A second limitation is that this work only considers the wind component of
hurricanes as generating the damage necessary to inform the simulation-optimization
framework, and as such, the damage estimates provided are conservative. Still, the
coupling of disaster damage estimation software with the simulation0optimization
framework illustrates the point that damage can be translated to post-disaster need, and
ultimately to response options. Hazus Multi-Hazard includes a flood module that uses the
same storm parameters to generate hydrologic damage estimates that can be used to
create more complete estimates with which the same simulation-optimization framework
can be informed.
Finally, testing the framework against other types of extreme events could
improve this understanding, as each event’s destructive potential differs spatially. Within
the Hazus suite of software, natural disaster models exist for tsunamis, coastal surge, and
earthquakes, which have different spatial damage patterns than hurricanes. The same
analysis could be performed for manmade disasters, like accidental or purposeful
detonations that may have more localized, ringed damage.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations
Disasters impact more than just physical infrastructure as they can cause negative
mental health effects based on the event’s duration, severity, and proximity. The coupledstate transition and optimization framework developed here provides a method that
enables communities to overcome the difficulties associated with post-event planning,
especially with constrained resources. Through optimization, the allocation of mental
health recovery resources is achieved based on balancing preferences in treating the most
severe cases as well as economic recovery. This allocation provides both economic and
illness recovery benefits over a do-nothing approach. Generally, allocating clinicians in
accordance with this framework would result in the recovery of 8,000 more individuals.
Furthermore, New Orleans could avoid $35 million from an economic loss perspective
when considering social vulnerability alone in clinician allocation. This cost avoidance
increases to $43.5 million when considering both social vulnerability and storm severity
in clinician allocation, providing support for the need to address additional disaster
characteristics that influence mental health illness incidence. Considering these additional
illness-influencing factors provide the potential for a gain in treatment efficiencies and
community recovery.
A spatial and temporal distribution visualization was used to visualize how the
allocation of mental health resources change over time to provide emergency planners a
broader context of the optimization results. Though the case study analyzed within this
research was specific to a hurricane and fixed resource levels, the resource assignment
framework is flexible in many ways due to its novelty as a simulation-optimization
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framework. This flexibility is seen in the framework’s decision criteria, resource
optimization, and event perturbance.
First, the resource assignment framework is flexible in the decision criteria under
which it optimizes clinician allocation. The current iteration of the resource assignment
framework considers ELI and MHSI, but it can be expanded to account for additional
indices based on stakeholder needs. For example, a cost of treatment index could be
included to add tradeoff consideration for the cost of deploying mental health clinicians
for each treatment cycle.
Second, the flexibility in the resource assignment framework is also seen in the
context of resource allocation optimization. This research considers two human
resources: social workers and psychologists. In terms of mental health recovery, the
resource assignment framework-considered resources could also take the form of hospital
beds or medication, as an example. Considering emergency response more broadly, the
resource assignment framework can be utilized in various applications, from human
resource allocation, as discussed in this research, to physical resource distribution. Each
of these applications could help inform policy and operational decisions based on
community needs in post-disaster environments.
It is important to remember the resource assignment framework is not eventspecific. The authors recognize that events have spatial patterns, but rather than creating a
model with limited spatial context, a uniform approach was used to stress the resource
assignment framework and provide meaningful results. Establishing a case study
considering a storm with uniform impacts across a spatial scale represents a conservative
approach that is designed to stress the model spatially and ensure the resource assignment
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framework is allocating resources in an expected manner. Addressing the uniform impact
assumption by accounting for both the intensity of the disaster and social vulnerability
improves the usefulness of the framework. However, the relationship between each
possible factor and mental health, as well as the interactions between each factor, must be
understood and layered into the framework.
With these framework iterations, further research can now investigate events such
as a bomb blast, where the decision-maker might expect clinician allocation to take the
form of concentric rings around the blast site or a tornado that may have a more linear
allocation compared to a hurricane, which is more representative of a uniform allocation.
In respect to a bomb blast event, the resource assignment framework can utilize recent
research evaluating the probability of facility destruction, as well as the facility damage
level, subsequent personnel loss, and psychological effects resulting from the blast to
inform optimal resource allocation during event recovery (Schuldt and El-Rayes 2018;
Schuldt et al. 2019). With many ways to advance this research, the resource assignment
framework provides actionable recommendations for how communities can respond to
the mental health consequences of not only hurricanes but any disaster that may befall the
community. These recommendations could provide decision-makers the ability to
preempt the disaster in mitigation strategies to reduce the negative mental health
consequences of the disaster or assist in rapid response once the disaster occurs.
Integration with hazard simulation tools, such as Hazus, helps to reduce the error in the
resource allocation framework and provide recommendations more attuned to the
community’s needs. Ultimately, it is up to the decision-maker to determine how they
prepare for and respond to a disaster, but integrating hazard simulation and optimal
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resource allocation frameworks will provide an avenue for improving recovery in both
potential and realized disaster outcomes.
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Appendix A: Optimization model variable definitions
Variable
MHSNT
SVI
wM
M
wMod
Mod
S
MHST
UD
PCap
P
SWCap
SWM
SWMod
MHSI
ELNT
ELT
ELM
ELMod
ELS
ELI
w1
w2
MI

Definition
Mental Health Severity given no treatment
Social Vulnerability Index
Mild case weight factor for severe equivalence
Number of mild mental health illnesses
Moderate case weight factor for severe equivalence
Number of moderate mental health illnesses
Number of severe mental health illnesses
Mental Health Severity given treatment
Remaining demand after clinician allocation
Number of patients psychologists can treat
Number of psychologists allocated
Number of patients social workers can treat
Number of social workers allocated to treat mild cases
Number of social workers allocated to treat moderate cases
Mental Health Severity Index
Economic Loss given no treatment ($)
Economic Loss given treatment ($)
Economic Loss of mild cases measured in daily productivity loss ($)
Economic Loss of moderate cases measured in daily productivity loss
($)
Economic Loss of severe cases measured in daily productivity loss ($)
Economic Loss Index
Objective function weight factor for MHSI
Objective function weight factor for ELI
Optimization objective to minimize mental health effects of disasters
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